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1 Introduction
The inflationary scenario [1–3] is now regarded as a necessary ingredient of modern cos-
mology because the recent observations of cosmic microwave background anisotropies [4–7]
strongly suggest the epoch of inflationary expansion in the early Universe. Since infla-
tion is typically driven by scalar field(s), scalar-tensor theories provide a firm framework
to study the dynamics of inflation. On the other hand, the unknown energy called dark
energy is shown to be dominant in the present Universe [8–10] and might be understood
as an outcome of infra-red modification of gravity. Scalar-tensor theories provide powerful
tools to realize such a modification, and their phenomenological features have been stud-
ied intensively to confront them against observations. Although a plethora of inflationary
models and modified gravity theories have been proposed thus far, unfortunately, we have
not yet succeeded in finding the real theory and have kept seeking for it. We have two
options to address this problem. The first one is to pursue the ultimate (real) theory on
the basis of theoretical consistencies, which is often called top-down approach. The other
is to construct a framework of theories as general as possible, which is called bottom-up
approach. Of course, though both of approaches are complementary, one of the merits to
take the latter approach is to give a unified understanding of various models proposed in-
dividually. Another is that one can easily pin down or constrain models once characteristic
observational results would be reported.
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The Horndeski theory [11] provides a typical working example of the latter approach
because it is the most general single scalar-tensor theory with second-order field equations.
It is shown [12] that the Horndeski theory is equivalent to the generalized Galileon [13].
In fact, almost all of the inflationary models with single inflaton proposed so far can be
described by this theory in a unified manner. Various aspects of single field inflationary
models have been studied in this framework [12], which is useful for us to constrain the
models from observational results.
In this paper, we take the latter approach and try to extend the Horndeski theory,
which includes only one scalar degree of freedom, to the bi-scalar case.1 Although no
observational results suggest the presence of multiple (light) scalars during inflation, our
framework can clarify the essential difference between single and multiple scalar cases,
and is useful for further constraining or detecting the presence of multiple scalar degrees
of freedom from observations. Such an attempt to extend the Horndeski theory has al-
ready been discussed. First of all, multi-field Galileon theory was proposed in the flat
spacetime [19–22]. Later, the covariantization of this multi-field Galileon theory, called
generalized multi-Galileon, was considered [23] and conjectured that the theory would cor-
respond to the multi-field extension of the Horndeski theory, that is, the most general
multi-field scalar-tensor theory with second order equations of motion. Though the multi-
field Galileon theory in the flat spacetime is proven to be the most general multiple-scalar
field theory in the flat space-time with second order scalar equations of motion [24], it was
shown that the generalized multi-Galileon is not the most general theory [25] because this
theory does not contain the multi-DBI inflation models [26–30], in particular the double-
dual Riemann term appearing in these models. Motivated by these considerations, in this
paper, we try to construct a multi-field extension of the Horndeski theory. Especially we
focus on the extension to the bi-scalar case as a first step.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we construct the field
equations of the most general two-scalar tensor theory with second order field equations
following Horndeski’s procedure. This section is the main part of this paper. In section 3,
we compare our theory with the generalized multi-Galileon theory. We show that terms
which are missing in generalized multi-Galileon theory are actually contained in our theory.
In section 4, we comment on the construction of the Lagrangian corresponding to the field
equations we obtain. Finally we summarize our paper and discuss the results in section 5.
Notations and conventions. Before closing the introduction, we summarize the nota-
tions and conventions used throughout this paper. We consider a four-dimensional space-
time with a metric gab and two scalar fields φ
I with I = 1, 2. Following ref. [11], derivatives
of gab and φ
I with respect to the coordinates xa are denoted as
gab,c ≡ ∂gab
∂xc
, φI,a ≡
∂φI
∂xa
, (1.1)
1Another direction is to consider a scalar-vector theory instead of a scalar-tensor theory. Motivated
by the earlier work of Horndeski [14], construction of the most general vector theory with second order
field equations on flat space, called the vector-Galileon theory, was attempted in ref. [15]. Recently, the
scalar-tensor theory with higher order equations of motion without introducing the ghost was proposed as
well [16, 17]. See also [18] for yet another possible way of extending the Horndeski theory.
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respectively. We denote the covariant derivative of φI with respect to gab and its scalar
product respectively as
φI|a ≡ ∇aφI , XIJ ≡ −
1
2
φI|aφ
J |a, (1.2)
whereXIJ is symmetric in I and J . We use a strike “ | ” also as a separator in (anti-)symme-
trization. For example, [I|JK,L|M ] stands for anti-symmetrization of I and M . Partial
derivatives of a function Aa...b(g, ∂g, ∂2g, φI , ∂φI , ∂2φI) are expressed as
Aa...b;cd ≡ ∂A
a...b
∂gcd
, Aa...b;cd,e ≡ ∂A
a...b
∂gcd,e
, Aa...b;cd,ef ≡ ∂A
a...b
∂gcd,ef
,
Aa...b;I ≡
∂Aa...b
∂φI
, Aa...b;cI ≡
∂Aa...b
∂φI,c
, Aa...b;cdI ≡
∂Aa...b
∂φI,cd
, (1.3)
and partial derivatives of a function A(φI , XJK) are expressed as
A,I ≡ ∂A
∂φI
, A,IJ ≡ 1
2
(
∂A
∂XIJ
+
∂A
∂XJI
)
. (1.4)
In the equations of motion and the Lagrangian, we use the generalized Kronecker delta
defined by
δi1...inj1...jn ≡ n! δi1[j1 . . . δ
in
jn]
, δIKJL ≡ 2δI[JδKL]. (1.5)
Repeated indices are summed over a = 0, 1, 2, 3 and I = 1, 2.
2 Construction of the most general equations of motion
The first step of the construction of the most general scalar-tensor theory of ref. [11] is to
work out the most general equations of motion that are of second order in derivatives and
compatible with the general covariance. In this section, we generalize this construction to
the case with two scalar fields.
2.1 Assumptions
The assumptions imposed on the theory we are going to construct are summarized as
follows.
1. The theory has a Lagrangian scalar density, L.
2. The Lagrangian scalar density, L, is composed of a metric, two scalar fields, and their
derivatives up to arbitrary order:
L = L (gab, gab,c, gab,cd, . . . ;φI , φI,a, φI,ab, . . . ) , (2.1)
where I = 1, 2.
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3. Field equations are composed of the metric, the two scalar fields, and their derivatives
up to second order:
0 =
δL
δgab
=
√−g Gab (gcd, gcd,e, gcd,ef ;φJ , φJ,c, φJ,cd) , (2.2)
0 =
δL
δφI
=
√−g EI
(
gab, gab,c, gab,cd;φ
J , φJ,a, φ
J
,ab
)
, (2.3)
where δL/δA is the variation of L with respect to a field A.
Let us consider the variation of the action under an infinitesimal coordinate transfor-
mation, xa → xa + ξa, which is given by
δ
∫
d4xL = 2
∫
d4x
√−g
(
∇bGab − 1
2
EI∇aφI
)
ξa. (2.4)
It follows from the assumption of L being a scalar density that eq. (2.4) vanishes identically,
implying that the integrand itself vanishes since ξa may be chosen arbitrarily. Thus, the
identity
∇bGab = 1
2
EI∇aφI (2.5)
holds. In the case of pure Einstein gravity this identity reduces to the well-known contracted
Bianchi identity, ∇aGab = 0. In this sense, the identity (2.5) may be regarded as a
generalization of the Bianchi identity. We are trying to construct the most general bi-
scalar-tensor theory with second-order field equations using the identity (2.5). Because
both Gab and EI are assumed to be of second order in derivatives, the left-hand side of
eq. (2.5) would yield third derivatives in general while the right-hand side contains at most
second derivatives. This indicates that the left-hand side of eq. (2.5) must be free from
third derivatives.
The construction of the most general second-order equations of motion for bi-scalar-
tensor theories is divided into two parts: we first determine the most general second-
order rank-2 tensor whose divergence remains of second order. After that, we impose the
identity (2.5) on the rank-2 tensor to constrain its form.
2.2 Second-order rank-2 tensor whose divergence is of second order
In this subsection we construct the most general second-order rank-2 tensor, G˜ab, whose
divergence is also of second order. The conditions that ∇aG˜ab has no third derivatives can
be expressed as
∂∇bG˜ab
∂gcd,efg
= 0, (2.6)
∂∇bG˜ab
∂φI,cde
= 0. (2.7)
Using the chain rule, ∇bG˜ab is rewritten as
∇bG˜ab = G˜ab;cd,efgcd,efb + G˜ab;cd,egcd,eb + G˜ab;cdgcd,b + G˜ab;cdI φI,cdb + G˜ab;cIφI,cb
+ G˜ab;IφI,b + G˜bcΓabc + G˜abΓcbc, (2.8)
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where Γabc are the Christoffel symbols. With the help of eq. (2.8), we can show that the
conditions (2.6) and (2.7) are equivalent to
G˜ab;cd,ef + G˜ae;cd,fb + G˜af ;cd,be = 0, (2.9)
G˜ab;cdI + G˜ac;dbI + G˜ad;bcI = 0, (2.10)
respectively. From the “invariance identity” (see refs. [31, 32]), we have
G˜ab;cd,ef + G˜ab;ce,fd + G˜ab;cf,de = 0. (2.11)
By repeated use of eqs. (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11), we obtain
G˜ab;cd,ef = G˜cd;ab,ef = G˜ef ;cd,ab, (2.12)
G˜ab;cdI = G˜cd;abI . (2.13)
For convenience, we now introduce the notion of property S following ref. [11]. A
quantity Aa1a2...a2n−1a2n is said to have property S if it satisfies the following conditions: (i)
it is symmetric in (a2ℓ−1, a2ℓ) for ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , n; (ii) it is symmetric under the interchange
of any two pairs (a2ℓ−1, a2ℓ) and (a2m−1, a2m) for ℓ,m = 1, 2, . . . , n; (iii) it vanishes if any
three of four indices, (a2ℓ−1, a2ℓ) and (a2m−1, a2m) for ℓ,m = 1, 2, . . . , n, are symmetrized.
It is shown in Corollary 2.1 of ref. [11] that Aa1a2...a2n−1a2n vanishes if Aa1a2...a2n−1a2n has
property S and n > 4 in four-dimensional spacetime.
Let us introduce the quantity Ba1a2...a4n+2m+1a4n+2m+2 defined by
Ba1a2...a4n+2m+1a4n+2m+2 ≡ Πni=1
(
∂
∂ga4i−1a4i,a4i+1a4i+2
)
Πmj=1
(
∂
∂φ
Ij
,a4n+2j+1a4n+2j+2
)
G˜a1a2 .
(2.14)
This is a n-th derivative with respect to gaiai+1,ai+2ai+3 and m-th derivative with respect to
φI,aiai+1 of G˜ab. Using eqs. (2.9)–(2.13), one can easily check that Ba1a2...a4n+2m+1a4n+2m+2 has
property S. Then, Corollary 2.1 of ref. [11] implies that Ba1a2...a4n+2m+1a4n+2m+2 vanishes
for 2n+m ≥ 4, leading to the following three sets of identities:
∂
∂gcd,ef
∂
∂gij,kl
G˜ab = 0, (2.15)
∂
∂gcd,ef
∂
∂φI,ij
∂
∂φJ,kl
G˜ab = 0, (2.16)
∂
∂φI,cd
∂
∂φJ,ef
∂
∂φK,ij
∂
∂φL,kl
G˜ab = 0. (2.17)
By integrating eqs. (2.15)–(2.17), we can determine the form of the gravitational field
equations. First, integrating eq. (2.15) yields
G˜ab = ξ˜abcdefgcd,ef + ξ˜ab = ξabcdefRcdef + ξab, (2.18)
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where ξabcdef and ξab are functions of gab, gab,c, φ
I , φI,a, and φ
I
,ab. Note that we have used
the identity
ξ˜abcdefgcd,ef =
2
3
ξ˜abcdefRecdf + ξ¯
ab (2.19)
at the second equality of eq. (2.18), where ξ¯ab are functions of gab, gab,c, φ
I , φI,a, and φ
I
,ab.
It can be seen that ξabcdef and ξab have property S. Substituting eq. (2.18) into eq. (2.16)
and integrating it, we obtain
G˜ab = ξabcdefghI RcdefφI|gh + ξabcdefRcdef + ξab, (2.20)
where ξabcdefgh and ξabcdefghI are functions of gab, gab,c, φ
I , and φI,a, while ξ
ab are functions
of gab, gab,c, φ
I , φI,a, and φ
I
,ab. Here again it can be seen that ξ
abcdefgh, ξabcdefghI , and ξ
ab
have property S. Repeating the same procedure and integrating eq. (2.17) give
G˜ab = ξabcdefghI RcdefφI|gh + ξabcdefghIJK φI|cdφJ|efφK|gh + ξabcdefRcdef
+ ξabcdefIJ φ
I
|cdφ
J
|ef + ξ
abcd
I φ
I
|cd + ξ
ab, (2.21)
where all of the above ξ tensors are composed of gab, gab,c, φ
I , and φI,a, and have property
S. Although our final goal is to determine the most general equations of motion for the
bi-scalar-tensor theory, the equations given up to this point hold irrespective of the number
of the scalar fields.
Our remaining task in this subsection is to construct explicitly all the possible ξ tensors
that have property S and are composed of gab, gab,c, φ
I , and φI,a. For this purpose, we can
use φI|a, gab, and the totally antisymmetric tensor εabcd as building blocks, from which
the ξ tensors are built by taking their products and linear combinations appropriately.
There is no elegant way, and what we will do is to exhaust all the possible combinations
of those building blocks yielding the ξ tensors. Let us begin with the simplest one, ξab. It
is not difficult to find that the following one is the most general symmetric rank-2 tensor
composed of φI , φI|a, g
ab, and gab,c:
ξab = a(φI , XJK)gab + bIJ(φ
I , XJK)φI|aφJ |b, (2.22)
where a(φI , XJK) and bIJ(φI , XJK) are arbitrary functions of φI andXJK , and bIJ has the
symmetric property bIJ = bJI .2 Here, we have used, for the first time in this derivation,
the assumption that the number of the scalar fields is two, which greatly simplifies the
expressions of ξ tensors and the following procedure. Without this restriction we would
have for example the term such as cIJKL
(
εacdeφI|cφ
J
|dφ
K
|eφ
L|b + εbcdeφI|cφ
J
|dφ
K
|eφ
L|a
)
in ξab,
where cIJKL is arbitrary functions of φ
I and XIJ , and totally anti-symmetric in I, J and
2One might consider other rank-2 tensors such as εabcdφI|cφ
J
|d, but this tensor is excluded because it is
not symmetric in a, b.
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K. In a similar manner, we work out ξabcdI :
ξabcdI = aI
(
gacgbd + gadgbc − 2gabgcd
)
+ bIJK
[
gacφJ |bφK|d + gadφJ |bφK|c + gbdφJ |aφK|c
+gbcφJ |aφK|d − 2
(
gabφJ |cφK|d + gcdφJ |aφK|b
)]
+ cIJKLM
(
φJ |aφK|cφL|bφM |d + φJ |aφK|dφL|bφM |c − 2φJ |aφK|bφL|cφM |d
)
+ dIJKLM
(
φJ |aφK|cεbdefφL|eφ
M
|f + φ
J |aφK|dεbcefφL|eφ
M
|f
)
, (2.23)
where aI , bIJK , cIJKLM , and dIJKLM are arbitrary functions of φ
I and XJK satisfying
bIJK = bIKJ ,
cIJKLM = cIKJLM = cIJKML = cILMJK ,
dIJKLM = −dIKJLM = −dIJKML = dILMJK . (2.24)
The explicit forms of ξabcdef , ξabcdefIJ , ξ
abcdefgh, and ξabcdefghI for the bi-scalar case are given
in appendix A. Substituting all the ξ tensors into eq. (2.21) and rearranging the equation,
we arrive at the most general second-order rank-2 tensor G˜ab whose divergence is also of
second order,
G˜ab =Aδab+BIJφI|aφJ|b+CIδacbdφI|d|c +DIJKδacebdf φI|cφJ |dφ
K|f
|e +EIJKLMδ
aceg
bdfhφ
I
|cφ
J |dφK|eφ
L|fφ
M |h
|g
+ FIJKLMδ
aceg
bdfh
(
εcepqφ
I|pφJ |qφK|dφL|f+φI|cφ
J
|eε
dfpqφK|pφ
L
|q
)
φ
M |h
|g +GIJδ
ace
bdf φ
I|d
|c φ
J |f
|e
+HIJKLδ
aceg
bdfhφ
I
|cφ
J |dφ
K|f
|e φ
L|h
|g +Iδ
ace
bdf R
df
ce +JIJδ
aceg
bdfhφ
I
|cφ
J |dR fheg +KIδ
aceg
bdfhφ
I|d
|c R
fh
eg
+ LIJKδ
aceg
bdfhφ
I|d
|c φ
J |f
|e φ
K|h
|g , (2.25)
where A,BIJ , CI , DIJK , EIJKLM , FIJKLM , GIJ , HIJKL, I, JIJ ,KI , and LIJK are arbitrary
functions of φI and XIJ , and they are subject to
BIJ = BJI , DIJK = DJIK , EIJKLM = −EKJILM = −EILKJM = EJILKM ,
GIJ = GJI , HIJKL = HJIKL = HIJLK , FIJKLM = −FJIKLM = −FIJLKM = FJILKM ,
JIJ = JJI , LIJK = LJIK = LIKJ . (2.26)
2.3 Consequence of eq. (2.5)
In the previous subsection we have obtained the most general second-order rank-2 tensor
whose divergence remains of second order, G˜ab. As can be seen, G˜ab involves many arbitrary
functions. It turns out, however, that those functions are not completely independent
in order for the equations of motion to be compatible with general covariance. In this
subsection, we impose the identity (2.5) that arises due to general covariance, i.e., we require
that the divergence of G˜ab is written as a product of φI|a and some scalar function. This
procedure will reduce the number of the arbitrary functions. A straightforward calculation
shows that
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∇bG˜ab = QIφI|a + αIJδacebdf φI|d|c φJ|lR bfel + βIJδacebdf φI|lφJ|lbR dfce + γIJKLδacebdf φK|l φL|lbφI|cφJ|mR dfem
+ ǫIJKδ
acel
dfhmφ
K|d
|c φ
I|f
|e φ
J|gR hmgl + µIδ
ac
bdR
bd
cl φ
I|l + νIJKLδ
ace
bdf φ
K
|l φ
L|lbφ
I|d
|c φ
J|f
|e
+ ωIJKδ
ac
bdφ
J
|lφ
K|lbφ
I|d
|c + ξIJφ
I|lφ
J|a
|l + ζI[JK]δ
ac
bdφ
I
|cφ
J|lφK|mR bdlm
+ ιIJKδ
aceg
bdfhφ
J
|lφ
K|lbφ
I|d
|c R
fh
eg + 2ηI[J|K|L]δ
ace
bfhφ
I
|cφ
J|gφ
K|f
|e φ
L|lR bhgl
+ (λIJKLM − λILMJK) δacbdφL|eφM |ebφI|cφJ|fφK|d|f + σIJKLMNδacgbfhφM|l φN |lbφI|cφJ|eφ
K|f
|e φ
L|h
|g
+
3
2
τIJKLMδ
aceg
bdfhφ
L|lφ
M |b
|l φ
I|d
|c φ
J|f
|e φ
K|h
|g
+ 2FIJKLM
(
εbdfhφ
I|aφJ|gφK|dφL|f + εacegφI|cφ
J
|eφ
K
|b φ
L
|h
)
φM |lR bhgl
+ 4εbdfh
(
FIJKLMφ
I|aφJ|g
)|b
φK|dφL|fφ
M |h
|g +4ε
aceg
(
FIJKLMφ
I
|cφ
J
|eφ
K
|b φ
L
|h
)|b
φ
M |h
|g , (2.27)
where the coefficients are functions of φI and XJK and defined as
αIJ =GIJ − 2JIJ + 2KI,J − 2HKLIJXKL,
βIJ =− I,IJ + JIJ −KJ,I + 2JKL,IJXKL,
γIJKL =− 2JIJ,KL +HIKJL,
ǫIJK =K(I,K)J −
3
2
LKIJ ,
µI =
1
2
CI + 2I,I −
(
DJKI + 8JJ [K,I]
)
XJK + 4EJKLMIX
JKXLM ,
νIJKL =−GIJ,KL + 3HK(IJL) + 2HMNIJ,KLXMN − 3LLIJ,K ,
ωIJK =− CI,JK + 2DJ(IK) − 2GIK,J + 2
(
DLMI,JK − 4H[J |LIK,|M ]
)
XLM
− 16E(I|JLM |K)XLM − 8ELMNOI,JKXLMXNO,
ξIJ =−A,IJ +BIJ − CJ,I − 4DK[I|J,|L]XKL
− 8EKLMNJ,IXKLXMN + 16EKIMNJ,LXKLXMN ,
ζIJK =− 1
2
DIJK − 2JIJ,K + 4ELMIJKXLM ,
ηIJKL =
1
2
HIJKL,
λIJKLM =
1
2
DIJK,LM +HIJKM,L − 2EMLIJK − 4ENOIJK,LMXNO,
σIJKLMN =HIJKL,MN −HIMNL,JK ,
τIJKLM =− L[I|JK,L|M ],
ιIJK =−K[I,K]J . (2.28)
We present the explicit form of QI in appendix B, though it is irrelevant to the following
derivations.
In order for the right-hand side of eq. (2.27) to be proportional to φI|a, all the terms
that are not parallel to φI|a must vanish identically. We now derive the conditions for
this following the procedure of ref. [11]. Let us first focus on the ǫIJK and ιIJK terms in
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eq. (2.27), which are proportional to φ
I|a
|b φ
J |c
|d R
eg
fh :
∇bG˜ab ⊃ ǫIJKδaceldfhkφK |d|cφI
|f
|eφ
J |gR hkgl + ιIJKδ
aceg
bdfhφ
J
|lφ
K |lbφI
|d
|cR
fh
eg + · · · . (2.29)
The coefficient of φA,mnφ
B
,opgqr,st in this quantity can be extracted by taking a derivative
with respect to φA,mnφ
B
,opgqr,st as
3(
∇bG˜ab
)
;mn
A
;op
B
;qr,st =
(
ǫIJKδ
acel
dfhkφ
K|d
|c φ
I
|e
|fφJ|gR hkgl +ιIJKδ
aceg
bdfhφ
J
|lφ
K|lbφ
I|d
|c R
fh
eg
)
;mn
A
;op
B
;qr,st
= 2ǫ(A|J|B)δ
acel
dfhkδ
(m
c g
n)dδ(oe g
p)f
(
φJ|(qgr)kδ
(s
l g
t)h+gh(qδ
r)
l φ
J|(sgt)k
)
(2.30)
+ 2ιIJKδ
aceg
bdfh
(
δKA δ
I
Bφ
J|(mgn)bδ(oc g
p)d+δIAδ
K
B φ
J|(ogp)bδ(mc g
n)d
)
δ(qe g
r)hδ(sg g
t)f .
Equation (2.30) must vanish when contracted with a vector Ya such that Yaφ
I|a = 0 because
eq. (2.5) implies that
Ya
(
∇bG˜ab
)
;mn
A
;op
B
;qr,st = Ya
(1
2
EIφI|a
)
;mn
A
;op
B
;qr,st =
1
2
Yaφ
I|aEI ;mnA ;opB ;qr,st = 0. (2.31)
Thus, we obtain a constraint equation given by
2ǫ(A|J |B)Yaδ
acel
dfhkδ
(m
c g
n)dδ(oe g
p)f
(
φJ |(qgr)kδ
(s
l g
t)h + gh(qδ
r)
l φ
J |(sgt)k
)
+ 2ιIJKYaδ
aceg
bdfh
(
δKA δ
I
Bφ
J |(mgn)bδ(oc g
p)d + δIAδ
K
B φ
J |(ogp)bδ(mc g
n)d
)
δ(qe g
r)hδ(sg g
t)f = 0. (2.32)
This constraint has eight free indices m,n, o, p, q, r, s, t, and its any component must be
fulfilled. We first take the trace of eq. (2.32) by contracting with gmngopgqr, giving
− 8ǫ(A|J |B)φJ(sY t) + 8ι(A|J |B)φJ(sY t) = −8ǫ(A|J |B)φJ(sY t) = 0, (2.33)
where we have used ι(A|J |B) = 0 which follows from the definition (2.28). This equation
must be satisfied for any φJ |a, and therefore it is necessary to impose ǫ(A|J |B) (= ǫAJB) = 0.
Further constraints can be derived from eq. (2.32) as follows. Let us project eq. (2.32) to
the basis vectors Y a, Y˜ a, φI|a (I = 1, 2) that satisfy
YaY
a = Y˜aY˜
a = 1, YaY˜
a = 0, Yaφ
I|a = Y˜aφ
I|a = 0 for I = 1, 2. (2.34)
By contracting eq. (2.32) with ZmWnVoφ
C
|pφ
D
|qφ
E
|rφ
F
|sφ
G
|t , where Z
a,W a, and V a are either
Y a or Y˜ a, we find
0 = −4ǫ(A|J |B)δacbdYaV b
(
ZcW
d +WcZ
d
) (
2X(J |(DXE)(FXG)|C)
−XJ(DXE)CXFG −XDEXC(FXG)J
)
+ 4ιAJBδ
ac
bdYaV
b
(
ZcW
d +WcZ
d
)
XJC
(
X(D|(FXG)|E) −XDEXFG
)
. (2.35)
3To obtain this result, we use the fact that derivatives of φI,abφJ,cd and Rabcd are given by
∂
(
φI |abφ
J
|cd
)
∂φA,mn∂φB,op
= δIAδ
m
(aδ
n
b)δ
J
Bδ
o
(cδ
p
d) + δ
J
Aδ
m
(cδ
n
d)δ
I
Bδ
o
(aδ
p
b) =
1
2
(
δ
I
Aδ
J
BD
mnop
acbd + δ
J
Aδ
I
BD
mnop
cadb
)
,
∂Rabcd
∂gqr,st
=
1
4
(
D
qrst
abcd +D
qrst
cdab −D
qrst
abdc −D
qrst
bacd
)
,
where Dijklabcd ≡ 2δ
i
(aδ
j
d)δ
k
(bδ
l
c).
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Using ǫ(A|J |B) = 0 obtained in the previous step, we find ιAJB = 0 as another constraint
to be imposed.
Repeating a similar procedure for any other products of the second derivative terms
in eq. (2.27), we find the following constraint equations for the coefficient functions:
αIJ = −2βJI , γIJKL = −4ηI[J|L|K], αAI
[
δI(CX
−1
D)B − δIBX−1CD
]
= 4
(
η(CD)AB − η(C|BA|D)
)
,
(2.36)
ǫIJK = ιIJK = ωIJK = λ(IJ)KLM − λ(I|LM |J)K = µI = ζI[JK] = ξIJ = τIJKLM = FIJKLM = 0,
(2.37)
νACDBX
−1
EF − νAB(E|CX−1|F )D − 2σ(EF )CADB = 0, νB[A|K|C] = σEF [CA]DB = 0, (2.38)
where X−1IJ is the inverse matrix of X
IJ .
The constraints (2.36) and (2.37) impose the following conditions on the functions
appearing in eq. (2.25):
BIJ = −2 (F + 2W),I,J +A,IJ + 2D(I|K|J),LXKL − 16EK(I|MN |J),LXKLXMN
− 8 (JK(I,J),L − JKL,I,J)XKL, (2.39)
CI = −2 (F + 2W),I + 2
(
DJKI + 8JJ [K,I]
)
XJK − 8EJKLMIXJKXLM , (2.40)
FIJKLM = 0, (2.41)
GIJ = 2JIJ − 2K(I,J) + 4JK(I,J)LXKL, (2.42)
HIJKL = 2JIJ,KL, (2.43)
K[I,J ] = −2JK[I,J ]LXKL, (2.44)
KI,JK = KJ,IK , (2.45)
LIJK =
2
3
K(I,JK), (2.46)
I =
1
2
F +W, (2.47)
where W = W(φI), and F = F(φI , XJK) is a function satisfying F,IJ = GIJ , which is
integrated to give
F =
∫
GIJ dX
IJ =
∫ (
2JIJ − 2KI,J + 4JKI,JLXKL
)
dXIJ . (2.48)
The conditions ζI[JK] = ωIJK = λ(IJ)KLM − λ(I|LM |J)K = 0 in eq. (2.37) imply
DI[JK] = −4JI[J,K] + 8ELMI[JK]XLM , (2.49)
DI(JK) =
1
2
CJ,IK +GJK,I +
(−DLMJ,IK + 4H[I|LJK,|M ])XLM
+ 8E(J |ILM |K)X
LM + 4ELMNOJ,IKX
LMXNO, (2.50)
0 =
1
2
DIJK,LM − 1
2
D(I|LM,|J)K +HIJKM,L −H(I|LMK,|J)
− 2 (EML(IJ)K − EK(IJ)LM)− 4 (ENO(IJ)K,LM − ENO(I|LM,|J)K)XNO, (2.51)
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and eq. (2.38) implies
GI[J,K]L = 0, (2.52)
HIJK[L,M ]N = 0, (2.53)
G(IJ,KL) = 3HL(IJK) + 2HLM(IJ,KN)X
MN − 2K(I,JK),L . (2.54)
Equation (2.52) is nothing but the integrability condition which guarantees F,IJ,KL =
F,KL,IJ , and hence the integral (2.48) indeed exists.
2.4 The most general second-order equation of motion
Now we are at the final stage of deriving the most general second-order field equations of
the bi-scalar-tensor theory. Substituting eqs. (2.39)–(2.47) into eq. (2.25), we at last obtain
Gab = Aδab +
[−2F,I − 4W,I + 2 (DJKI + 8JJ [K,I])XJK − 8EJKLMIXJKXLM] δacbdφI|d|c
+
(−2F,I,J − 4W,I,J +A,IJ + 2DIKJ,LXKL
−16EKIMNJ,LXKLXMN − 16JK[I,L],JXKL
)
φ(I|aφ
J)
|b
+DIJKδ
ace
bdf φ
I
|cφ
J |dφ
K|f
|e + EIJKLMδ
aceg
bdfhφ
I
|cφ
J |dφK|eφ
L|fφ
M |h
|g
+
(
1
2
F +W
)
δacebdf R
df
ce + F,IJδacebdf φI|d|c φ
J |f
|e
+ JIJδ
aceg
bdfhφ
I
|cφ
J |dR fheg + 2JIJ,KLδ
aceg
bdfhφ
I
|cφ
J |dφ
K|f
|e φ
L|h
|g +KIδ
aceg
bdfhφ
I|d
|c R
fh
eg
+
2
3
KI,JKδ
aceg
bdfhφ
I|d
|c φ
J |f
|e φ
K|h
|g . (2.55)
This is the main result of this paper. The most general field equations for the single-
scalar case [11] are reproduced as should be if one restricts the number of the scalar
fields in eq. (2.55) to one. Note that one can eliminate W(φI) from the above equation by
redefining F → Fˆ(φI , XJK) = F+2W. We can see that eqs. (2.50)–(2.54) do not reduce the
number of the arbitrary functions because these are the relations between derivatives of the
functions. In other words, these do not affect the structure of the field equations (2.55). As
we will comment in the final section, these may, however, help us to check the integrability
conditions for the field equations.
From the relation (2.5), the scalar-field equations of motion are found to be
EI = 2QI+δceglbdhm
(
−γJIKLφK|bφJ|cφL|d|e R hmgl +
2
3
σJIKLMNφ
J
|cφ
M |bφ
K|d
|e φ
L|h
|g φ
N |m
|l
)
. (2.56)
3 Comparison with the generalized multi-Galileon theory
The covariant version of the multi-Galileon theory in the flat spacetime [23] was conjec-
tured to be the most general multi-scalar-tensor theory with second-order field equations.
However, later it was pointed out that this theory is not the most general one [25]. A
counter-example is given by the multi-field DBI Galileons [27]. In this section, we compare
the most general second-order field equations obtained in the previous section with the
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field equations of the generalized multi-Galileons, and identify the terms that are missing
in the latter theory.
The action of the generalized multi-Galileons is given by [23]
1√−gL = G2 −G3IφI
|a
|a +G4R+G4,IJ
(
φ
I|a
|a φ
J |b
|b − φI|abφJ |ab
)
+G5IG
abφI|ab −
1
6
G5I,JK
(
φ
I|a
|a φ
J |b
|b φ
K|c
|c − 3φ
I|a
|a φ
J |c
|b φ
K|b
|c + 2φ
I|b
|a φ
J |c
|b φ
K|a
|c
)
, (3.1)
where G2, G3I , G4 and G5I are arbitrary functions of φ
I and XIJ , and Gab is the Einstein
tensor. The functions G3I ,JK , G4,IJ,KL, G5I,JK and G5I,JK,LM are totally symmetric with
respect to all of their indices, I, J,K,L and M in order for the field equations to be of
second order. A straightforward calculation leads to the field equations for the generalized
multi-Galileons,
Eab(L) =
(
−1
2
G2+G3(I,J)X
IJ−2G4,I,JXIJ
)
gab+
(
−1
2
G2,IJ+G3(I,J)−G4,I,J
)
φI|aφJ|b (3.2)
+
(−XJKG3IJK+G4,I+2XJKG4IJ,K) gl(aδb)cld φI|d|c
+
(
−1
2
G3IJK+2G4K(I,J)−
1
2
G5K,I,J
)
gl(aδ
b)ce
ldf φ
I
|cφ
J|dφ
K|f
|e
− 1
4
(
G4−2G4IJXIJ+G5(I,J)XIJ
)
gl(aδ
b)ce
ldf R
df
ce
+
(
1
2
G4IJ+X
KLG4IJKL− 1
2
G5(I,J)−
1
2
XKLG5IJK,L
)
gl(aδ
b)ce
ldf φ
I|d
|c φ
J|f
|e
+
1
4
(
G4IJ−G5(I,J)
)
gl(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh φ
I
|cφ
J|dR fheg
+
1
2
(
G4IJKL−G5KL(I,J)
)
gl(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh φ
I
|cφ
J|dφ
K|f
|e φ
L|h
|g
− 1
4
XJKG5IJKg
l(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh φ
I|d
|c R
fh
eg −
1
6
(
G5IJK+X
LMG5IJKLM
)
gl(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh φ
I|d
|c φ
J|f
|e φ
K|h
|g .
Comparing eq. (3.2) with eq. (2.55), it is easy to see the exact correspondence between each
term. It is also found that terms corresponding to EIJKLM are lacking in the generalized
multi-Galileon; this is a completely new term. We would, however, emphasize that, even
setting EIJKLM = 0, eq. (2.55) covers a wider class of theories than the generalized multi-
Galileons. This fact is to be illustrated in a concrete example presented below. Note in
passing that the coefficient functions of the above equation satisfy all the constraints (2.36)–
(2.38) found in the previous section.
The double-dual Riemann term deduced from the multi-field DBI Galileons,
L = √−g δIJδKLδacegbdfhφI|aφJ |bφK|c φL|dR fheg , (3.3)
is not included in the Lagrangian of the generalized multi-Galileon theory [25]. One can
however check that this term is actually contained in our theory. It is straightforward to
derive the field equations from eq. (3.3):
Eab(L) = 4gl(aδb)cegldfh XI[IφJ ]|c φJ |dR fheg + 8gl(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh δI[JδK]Lφ
I
|cφ
J |dφ
K|f
|e φ
L|h
|g . (3.4)
This is reproduced by setting JIJ = 2 (δIJδKL − δIKδJL)XKL in our field equations.
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4 Candidate Lagrangian
Having thus determined the most general second-order field equations of the bi-scalar-
tensor theory, let us now explore the Lagrangian that gives the field equations we have
derived. For the construction of the Lagrangian, we employ the same strategy as taken in
ref. [11]. In the single scalar-field case, Horndeski found that the form of the Lagrangian
can be guessed from the trace of the gravitational field equation. In the same way as
in the single-field theory, we take the trace of the field equations of the bi-scalar-tensor
theory (2.55) and arrive at the terms of the following form as a candidate Lagrangian:
L1 =
√−gM (1)IφI|c|c , (4.1)
L2 =
√−g
(
M (2)δcedfR
df
ce + 2M
(2)
,IJδ
ce
dfφ
I|d
|c φ
J |f
|e
)
, (4.2)
L3 =
√−gM (3)IJKδcedfφI|cφJ |dφK|f|e , (4.3)
L4 =
√−g
(
M
(4)
I δ
ceg
dfhφI
|d
|cR
fh
eg +
2
3
M
(4)
I,JKδ
ceg
dfhφ
I|d
|c φ
J |f
|e φ
K|h
|g
)
, (4.4)
L5 =
√−g
(
M
(5)
IJ δ
ceg
dfhφ
I
|cφ
J |dR fheg + 2M
(5)
IJ,KLδ
ceg
dfhφ
I
|cφ
J |dφ
K|f
|e φ
L|h
|g
)
, (4.5)
L6 =
√−gM (6), (4.6)
L7 =
√−gM (7)IJKLMδcegdfhφI|cφJ |dφK|eφL|fφM |h|g , (4.7)
where M (1),M (2),M
(3)
IJK ,M
(4)
I ,M
(5)
IJ ,M
(6), and M
(7)
IJKLM are arbitrary functions of φ
I and
XIJ satisfying
M
(3)
IJK = M
(3)
JIK , (4.8)
M
(5)
IJ = M
(5)
JI , (4.9)
M
(7)
IJKLM = −M (7)KJILM = −M (7)ILKJM = M (7)JILKM . (4.10)
In order to maintain the second-order equations of motion for the scalar fields, we have to
impose extra conditions on these functions. For example, the Euler-Lagrange equation of
L1 for the scalar field φI is given by
EI (L1) = M (1)J,KIφJ |cd|c φK|d −M
(1)
I,JKφ
J |dc
|c φ
K
|d − 2M (1)J,KI,LXKLφJ |c|c + 2M
(1)
I,JK,LX
JK
|c φ
L|c
+M
(1)
J,KI,LMX
LM |dφK|dφ
J |c
|c +M
(1)
I,JK,LMX
JK
|c X
LM |c
+ 2M
(1)
(I,J)φ
J |c
|c − 2M
(1)
I,J,KX
JK +M
(1)
J,KIφ
J |c
|c φ
K|d
|d −M
(1)
I,JKφ
J |d
|c φ
K|c
|d . (4.11)
The two terms in the first line of eq. (4.11) are of third order, while the other terms are of
second or first order. To eliminate the third-order derivatives, we therefore impose
M
(1)
[I,J ]K = 0. (4.12)
Performing the same analysis, we find that higher-derivative terms are removed by requi-
ring that
M
(2)
,I[J,K]L = 0, M
(3)
IJ [K,L]M = 0, M
(4)
[I,J ]K = 0, M
(4)
I,J [K,L]M = 0,
M
(5)
IJ,K[L,M ]N = 0, M
(7)
IJKL[M,N ]O = 0.
(4.13)
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The Euler-Lagrange equations for the Lagrangian densities (4.1)–(4.7) are listed in
appendix C, from which one can see the relations between the functions appearing in
eq. (2.55) and those in eqs. (4.1)–(4.7):
A = M
(1)
I,JX
IJ+4M
(2)
,I,JX
IJ−2M (3)IJK,LXIJXKL−8
(
M
(5)
IJ,K,L−M (5)IL,J,K
)
XIJXKL
+
1
2
M (6)+8M
(7)
IJKLM,NX
IJXKLXMN , (4.14)
DIJK = −1
2
M
(1)
(I,J)K−4M
(2)
,(I,J)K+
3
2
M
(3)
(IJK)+
(
M
(3)
L(IJ),MK+M
(3)
(I|LM,|J)K−M
(3)
IJL,KM
)
XLM
− 2M (4)K,I,J+2
(
2M
(5)
K(I,J)−M
(5)
IJ,K
)
+4
(
2M
(5)
L(I,J),MK−M
(5)
IJ,L,MK
)
XLM
+ 12M
(7)
IJ(KLM)X
LM+8M
(7)
IJNLM,OKX
LMXNO, (4.15)
EIJKLM =
1
8
(
δPQIK δ
RS
JL+δ
PQ
JL δ
RS
IK
)[
−1
2
M
(3)
PRQ,SM−4M (5)PR,Q,SM+M (7)PRQSM+M (7)PRMSQ+M (7)PRQMS
−
(
M
(7)
PRQSN,OM−2M (7)PRNSQ,OM−2M (7)PNQSO,RM
)
XNO
]
,
(4.16)
F + 2W = M (2)−2M (2),IJXIJ−2M (4)I,JXIJ+2M (5)IJ XIJ+4M (5)IK,JLXIJXKL, (4.17)
JIJ = −1
2
M
(2)
,IJ−M (4)(I,J)+M
(5)
IJ +
(
2M
(5)
K(I,J)L−M
(5)
IJ,KL
)
XKL, (4.18)
KI = −M (4)J,KIXJK . (4.19)
In addition, comparing the φ(I |aφJ)|b and δ
ac
bdφ
I |d
|c terms, we see that the following two
conditions must be satisfied:
− 2 (F+2W),I,J+A,IJ+2DK(IJ),LXKL+16EKMN(IJ),LXKLXMN−8
(
JK(I,J),L−JKL,I,J
)
XKL
= M
(1)
(I,J)+2M
(2)
,I,J−
(
M
(3)
IJK,L+2M
(3)
KL(I,J)−2M
(3)
K(IJ),L
)
XKL
− 4
(
M
(5)
IJ,KL+M
(5)
KL,IJ−2M (5)IK,JL
)
XKL+
1
2
M
(6)
,IJ
+ 8
(
M
(7)
MNKL(I,J)−2M
(7)
MN(KI)J,L+M
(7)
MN(IJ)K,L
)
XKLXMN , (4.20)
− 2 (F+2W),K+2
(
DIJK+8JI[J,K]
)
XIJ−8EIJLMKXIJXLM
= −M (1)I,JKXIJ−2
(
M
(2)
,K +2M
(2)
I,JKX
IJ
)
+3M
(3)
(IJK)X
IJ+2M
(3)
IJM,LKX
ILXJM . (4.21)
The Lagrangian is constructed by solving the above equations for M (1), . . . ,M (7), and
unfortunately we have not accomplished this step yet. In appendix D, we review the
construction of the Lagrangian for the single-scalar case. The lesson from the single-field
Lagrangian is that we should probably integrate eq. (4.19) first to identify M (4) compatible
with eq. (4.13). We have not yet succeeded even in solving these equations. In addition, it
should be kept in mind that the terms we considered (M (1), . . . ,M (7)) might not be enough
to construct the true Lagrangian. Those terms are simply inferred from the trace of the
equations of motion, and in general there is no guarantee that they are enough though they
happened to be so in the single scalar-field case. Albeit these difficulties, we believe that
above calculations are useful to build the Lagrangian for our theory. We hope to report on
this final part of the construction of the most general second-order bi-scalar-tensor theory
in the near future.
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5 Discussions and summary
In this paper, we have reported our attempt to construct the bi-scalar generalization of
the Horndeski theory in four-dimensional spacetime. Following Horndeski’s method, we
have succeeded in deriving all the possible terms appearing in the most general second-
order field equations for the bi-scalar tensor theory. We compared our field equations
with those of the generalized multi-Galileon theory, and identified the terms that are not
included in that theory. In particular, we confirmed that the double-dual Riemann term,
which was shown to be missing in that theory [25], can be reproduced from our results by
choosing the arbitrary functions appropriately. We have also discussed the construction of
the Lagrangian yielding the field equations we found. For the construction, we have taken
Horndeski’s approach based on the trace of the field equations as a candidate Lagrangian.
From the Euler-Lagrange equations we have obtained several differential equations for the
functions in the Lagrangian, though we could not solve them to give explicit forms of the
functions. In fact, it is still unclear whether or not the candidates of the Lagrangian we
proposed suffice to generate all the terms in our most general field equations.
As discussed e.g. in ref. [15], we have to impose the integrability conditions on the field
equations in order to ensure the existence of a corresponding Lagrangian. The integrability
conditions are summarized as
δ
√−g Gµν(x)
δgρλ(y)
− δ
√−g Gρλ(y)
δgµν(x)
= 0, (5.1)
δ
√−g Gµν(x)
δφI(y)
− δ
√−g EI(y)
δgµν(x)
= 0, (5.2)
δ
√−g EI(x)
δφJ(y)
− δ
√−g EJ(y)
δφI(x)
= 0, (5.3)
where δ/δA denotes variation with respect to a field A. Surprisingly, Horndeski found
the corresponding Lagrangian in a rather heuristic way without using the integrability
conditions explicitly. This implies that, in the single scalar case, those conditions are
automatically satisfied and do not give rise to any extra constraints on the functions in
the field equations. It is unclear that this property persists in theories with multiple scalar
fields, and we have not been able to determine the corresponding Lagrangian completely.
The integrability conditions might give us some clues to accomplish this procedure. We
hope to report the result obtained from such an approach in the near future.
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A The ξ tensors
In this appendix, we show the expressions for the ξ tensors introduced in section 2.2 to
construct eq. (2.25). Expressions of ξab and ξabcdI are given by eqs. (2.22) and (2.23), and we
need to construct the other ξ tensors appearing in eq. (2.21), i.e., ξabcdef , ξabcdefIJ , ξ
abcdefgh,
and ξabcdefghI . As described in section 2.2, the ξ tensors are constructed by taking the
products and linear combinations of φI |a, gab and εabcd that enjoy property S, and we need
to find all such ξ tensors to construct the most general second-order tensor whose divergence
remains of second order. In doing so, we find that not all of the ξ tensors give nontrivial
contributions to eq. (2.21) because there is some degeneracy and the identical terms appear
from more than one ξ tensor. Those ξ tensors that give nontrivial contributions to eq. (2.21)
are summarized as
ξabcdef = aˆIJ
(
ǫIaceǫJ bdf + ǫI bceǫJadf + ǫIadeǫJ bcf + ǫI bdeǫJacf
)
+ bˆ ggh
(
εacegεbdfh + εbcegεadfh + εadegεbcfh + εbdegεacfh
+ εacfgεbdeh + εbcfgεadeh + εadfgεbceh + εbdfgεaceh
)
, (A.1)
ξabcdefIJ = aˆIJKL
(
ǫKaceǫLbdf + ǫKbceǫLadf + ǫKadeǫLbcf + ǫKbdeǫLacf
)
+ bˆIJ ggh
(
εacegεbdfh + εbcegεadfh + εadegεbcfh + εbdegεacfh
+ εacfgεbdeh + εbcfgεadeh + εadfgεbceh + εbdfgεaceh
)
, (A.2)
ξabcdefgh = aˆ
(
εacegεbdfh + εbcegεadfh + εadegεbcfh + εbdegεacfh
+ εacfgεbdeh + εbcfgεadeh + εadfgεbceh + εbdfgεaceh
)
, (A.3)
where aˆ, aˆIJ , aˆIJKL, bˆ, and bˆIJ are arbitrary functions of φ
M and XNO satisfying aˆIJ = aˆJI
and aˆIJKL = aˆIJLK . Here we have defined ǫ
Iabc as
ǫIabc = εabcdφI|d. (A.4)
B Explicit form of QI
The explicit form of QI is given by
QI ≡ Q(A)I +Q(B)I +Q(C)I +Q(D)I +Q(E)I +Q(G)I +Q(H)I +Q(I)I +Q(J)I +Q(K)I +Q(L)I , (B.1)
with
Q(A)I = A,I , (B.2)
Q(B)I = −2BIJ,KXJK −BIJ,KLφK|c φL|cbφJ|b +BIJφJ|b|b, (B.3)
Q(C)I = CJ,IφJ|c|c, (B.4)
Q(D)I = DJKL,IδcedfφJ|cφK |dφL|e|f + 2DIJK,LXJLφK|c |c +DIJK,LφJ |cφK|cdφL|d
+DIJK,LMδ
ce
bfφ
L
|dφ
M |dbφJ|cφ
K
|e
|f −DIJKδcebfφJ|c|bφK|e |f −
1
2
DIJKδ
ce
bfφ
J
|cφ
K |lR bfel ,
(B.5)
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Q(E)I = EJKLMN,IδcegdfhφJ|cφK |dφL|eφM |fφN|g |h − 2ELJKIM,NδcegdfhφL|cφJ |dφK|eφN |fφM|g |h
− 2ELJKIM,NOδcegbfhφN|l φO |lbφL|cφK|eφJ |fφM|g |h + 4ELJKIMδcegbfhφL|c|bφK|eφJ |fφM|g |h
+ ELJKIMδ
ceg
bfhφ
L
|cφ
K
|eφ
J |fφM |lR bhgl , (B.6)
Q(G)I = GJK,IδcedfφJ|c|dφK|e |f , (B.7)
Q(H)I = HJKLM,IδcegdfhφJ|cφK |dφL|e|fφM|g |h −HIJKLδcegbfhφJ|c|bφK|e |fφL|g |h
+ 2HIJKL,MX
JMδegfhφ
K
|e
|fφL|g
|h + 2HIJKL,Mδ
cg
fhφ
J
|cφ
M |eφK|e
|fφL|g
|h
−HIJKLδcegbfhφJ|cφK|e |fφL|lR bhgl +HIJKL,MNδcegbfhφM|l φN |lbφJ|cφK|e |fφL|g |h, (B.8)
Q(I)I = I,IδcedfR dfce , (B.9)
Q(J)I = JJK,IδcegdfhφJ|cφK |dR fheg + 2JIJ,KXJKδegfhR fheg + 2JIJ,KδcgfhφJ|cφK |eR fheg
+ JIJ,KLδ
ceg
bfhφ
K
|dφ
L|dbφJ|cR
fh
eg − JIJδcegbfhφJ|c|bR fheg , (B.10)
Q(K)I = KJ,IδcegdfhφJ|c|dR fheg −
1
2
KJ,IKδ
cegl
dfhmφ
K
|c
|dφJ|e
|fR hmgl −
1
8
KIδ
cegl
dfhmR
df
ce R
hm
gl ,
(B.11)
Q(L)I = LJKL,IδcegdfhφJ|c|dφK|e |fφL|g |h −
1
4
LLJK,IMδ
cegl
dfhmφ
M
|c
|dφL|e
|fφJ|g
|hφK|l
|m. (B.12)
C Euler-Lagrange equations
The explicit forms of the Euler-Lagrange equations from L1–L7 are given as follows:
Eab(L1)=M (1)I,J
(
φI |(aφJ |b)+gabXIJ
)
− 1
2
M
(1)
I,JK
(
gl(bδ
a)ce
ldf φ
I
|cφ
J |dφK|e
|f+2XIJgl(bδ
a)c
ld φ
K
|c
|d
)
,
(C.1)
Eab (L2) = 2M (2),I,J
(
φI |(aφJ |b)+2gabXIJ
)
−2
(
M
(2)
,I +2M
(2)
,K,IJX
JK
)
gl(aδ
b)c
ld φ
I
|c
|d
− 1
2
M
(2)
,IJ g
l(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh φ
I
|cφ
J |dR fheg +
(
1
2
M (2)−M (2),IJXIJ
)
gl(aδ
b)ce
ldf R
df
ce
−
(
M
(2)
,IJ+2M
(2)
,IJ,KLX
KL
)
gl(aδ
b)ce
ldf φ
I
|c
|dφJ|e
|f−M (2),IJ,KLgl(aδb)cegldfh φI|cφJ |dφK|e |fφL|g |h
− 4M (2),I,JK gl(aδb)celdf φI|cφJ |dφK|e |f , (C.2)
Eab (L3) =−2M (3)IJK,LXIJXKLgab−M (3)IJK,L
(
XKLφI |(aφJ |b)+2XIJφK |(aφL|b)+2XL(IφJ)|(aφK |b)
)
+
3
2
M
(3)
(IJK)
(
gl(aδ
b)ce
ldf φ
I
|cφ
J |dφK|e
|f+2XIJ gl(aδ
b)c
ld φ
K
|c
|d
)
− 1
2
M
(3)
IJK,LM g
l(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh φ
I
|cφ
J |dφK|eφ
L|fφM|g
|h
+
(
M
(3)
ILM,JK−2M (3)I[JM ],KL
)
XLM gl(aδ
b)cg
lfh φ
I
|cφ
J |fφK|g
|h
+ 2M
(3)
IJK,LMX
ILXJK gl(aδ
b)c
ld φ
M
|c
|d, (C.3)
Eab (L4) =−M (4)I,JKXIJ gn(aδb)eglnfhmφK|e |fR hmgl −M (4)I,JXIJ gl(aδb)eglfh R fheg
−M (4)I,J gl(aδb)cegldfh φI|cφJ |dR fheg
− 2
3
(
M
(4)
I,JK,LMX
IJ+M
(4)
K,LM
)
gn(aδ
b)egl
nfhmφ
K
|e
|fφL|g
|hφM|l
|m−2M (4)I,J,K gl(aδb)celdf φJ|cφK |dφI|e|f
− 2
(
M
(4)
I,J+M
(4)
K,IJ,LX
KL
)
gl(aδ
b)ce
ldf φ
I
|c
|dφJ|e
|f−2M (4)
I,K(J,L) g
l(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh φ
J
|cφ
L|dφI|e
|fφK|g
|h,
(C.4)
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Eab (L5) =
(
M
(5)
IJ +2M
(5)
IK,JLX
KL
)
XIJ gl(aδ
b)eg
lfh R
fh
eg
+
[
M
(5)
IJ +
(
2M
(5)
IK,JL−M (5)IJ,KL
)
XKL
]
gl(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh φ
I
|cφ
J |dR fheg
+ 2
[
M
(5)
IJ +
(
M
(5)
KL,IJ+4M
(5)
IK,JL
)
XKL+2M
(5)
MN,KL,IJX
KMXLN
]
gl(aδ
b)ce
ldf φ
I
|c
|dφJ|e
|f
+ 2
[
2M
(5)
IK,JL+
(
2M
(5)
IM,JN,KL−M (5)IJ,KL,MN
)
XMN
]
gl(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh φ
I
|cφ
J |dφK|e
|fφL|g
|h
+ 2
[
2M
(5)
KI,J−M (5)IJ,K+2
(
2M
(5)
IL,J,MK−M (5)IJ,L,MK
)
XLM
]
gl(aδ
b)ce
ldf φ
I
|cφ
J |dφK|e
|f
− 16M (5)
I[J,L],KX
IJXKLgab−4
(
M
(5)
IJ,K,L+M
(5)
KL,I,J−2M (5)IK,J,L
)
XKLφI |(aφJ |b)
− 4M (5)IJ,K,LMgl(aδb)cegldfh φI|cφJ |dφK|eφL|fφM|g |h, (C.5)
Eab (L6) = 1
2
M (6)gab +
1
2
M
(6)
,IJφ
I |(aφJ |b), (C.6)
Eab (L7) =
(
M
(7)
IJKLM+M
(7)
IJMLK+M
(7)
IJKML
)
gl(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh φ
I
|cφ
J |dφK|eφ
L|fφM|g
|h
+ 4
(
M
(7)
IJKLM+M
(7)
KLMIJ+M
(7)
KLIMJ
)
XIJ gl(aδ
b)ce
ldf φ
K
|cφ
L|dφM|e
|f
+
(
−M (7)IJKLN,OM+2M (7)IJNLK,OM+2M (7)INKLO,JM
)
XNO gl(aδ
b)ceg
ldfh φ
I
|cφ
J |dφK|eφ
L|fφM|g
|h
+ 8M
(7)
NLIJM,KOX
LMXNO gl(aδ
b)ce
ldf φ
I
|cφ
J |dφK|e
|f+8M
(7)
IJKLM,NX
IJXKLXMN gab
+ 8
(
M
(7)
IJKLM,N−2M (7)IJ(NK)M,L+M
(7)
IJMNK,L
)
XIJXKLφM |(aφN |b). (C.7)
D Construction of Lagrangian: single scalar-field case
In this appendix we briefly review the construction of the Lagrangian for the most general
single scalar-tensor theory with second-order equations of motion (see ref. [11] for more
detail). The most general second order field equations in the single scalar-field case are
given by
Gab = Aδab +
(
−2F ′′ + A˙+ 2D′X
)
φ|aφ|b +
(−2F ′ + 2DX) δacbdφ|d|c
+Dδacebdf φ|cφ
|dφ
|f
|e +
1
2
Fδacebdf R dfce + F˙δacebdf φ|d|cφ
|f
|e (D.1)
+ Jδacegbdfhφ|cφ
|dR fheg + 2J˙δ
aceg
bdfhφ|cφ
|dφ
|f
|eφ
|h
|g +Kδ
aceg
bdfhφ
|d
|cR
fh
eg +
2
3
K˙δacegbdfhφ
|d
|cφ
|f
|eφ
|h
|g ,
where φ is a scalar field and X = − (∂φ)2 /2. A prime “ ′ ” and a dot “ ˙ ” denote derivatives
with respect to φ and X, respectively, and A,D, J , and K are arbitrary functions of φ and
X, while F is related to the other functions as
F =
∫ (
2J − 2K ′ + 4J˙X
)
dX +W, (D.2)
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where W is an arbitrary function of φ. As explained in the main text, candidates for the
Lagrangian can be guessed from the trace of the field equations as
L1 =
√−gM (1)φ|c|c, (D.3)
L2 =
√−g
(
M (2)δcedfR
df
ce + 2M˙
(2)δcedfφ
|d
|cφ
|f
|e
)
, (D.4)
L3 =
√−gM (3)δcedfφ|cφ|dφ|f|e , (D.5)
L4 =
√−g
(
M (4)δcegdfhφ
|d
|cR
fh
eg +
2
3
M˙ (4)δcegdfhφ
|d
|cφ
|f
|eφ
|h
|g
)
, (D.6)
L5 =
√−g
(
M (5)δcegdfhφ|cφ
|dR fheg + 2M˙
(5)δcegdfhφ|cφ
|dφ
|f
|eφ
|h
|g
)
, (D.7)
L6 =
√−gM (6). (D.8)
By comparing the most general field equations (D.1) with the Euler-Lagrange equations
obtained from (D.3)–(D.8), it can be seen that the free functions are related as
A = M (1)′X + 4M (2)′′X − 2M (3)′X2 + 1
2
M (6), (D.9)
D = −1
2
M˙ (1) − 4M˙ (2)′ + 3
2
M (3) + M˙ (3)X − 2M (4)′′ + 2M (5)′ + 4M˙ (5)′X,
(D.10)
F = M (2) − 2M˙ (2)X − 2M (4)′X + 2M (5)X + 4M˙ (5)X2, (D.11)
J = −1
2
M˙ (2) −M (4)′ +M (5) + M˙ (5)X, (D.12)
K = −M˙ (4)X, (D.13)
−2F ′′ + A˙+ 2D′X = M (1)′ + 2M (2)′′ −M (3)′X + 1
2
M˙ (6), (D.14)
−2F ′ + 2DX = −M˙ (1)X − 2
(
M (2)′ + 2M˙ (2)X
)
+ 3M (3)X + 2M˙ (3)X2. (D.15)
In order to identify the Lagrangian, we need to solve the above equations for M (1)–
M (6). First, by integrating eq. (D.13) we obtain
M (4) = −
∫
K
X
dX. (D.16)
Substituting eq. (D.16) into eqs. (D.11) and (D.12), we then find
M (2) = −2
∫ (
M (4)′ −M (5) − 2XM˙ (5)
)
dX, (D.17)
M (5) = −
∫
J
X
dX. (D.18)
Finally, we can integrate eqs. (D.9), (D.10), (D.14), and (D.15) to identify M (1), M (3), and
M (6) with the help of eqs. (D.16), (D.17), and (D.18), leading to
M (1) = −3
(
2M (2)′ −XM (3)
)
, (D.19)
M (3) = −2
∫
D
X
dX, (D.20)
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and
M (6) = 2A+ 4XM (2)′′ − 2M (3)′. (D.21)
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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